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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

This study concerns the implementation of Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees (RRTs) algorithm for an 

autonomous robot path planning. RRTs possesses a number of advantages such as relatively simple, 

suitable for finding a path for a robot with dynamic and physical constraints, the expansion of RRT is 

heavily biased toward unexplored areas of search space and the number of edges is minimal. 

However, the planned path by using basic RRT structure might not always be optimal in terms of 

path length. Therefore, a path pruning method has been proposed to address this issue and 

improve the overall performance of the RRTs. Through simulations, the path pruning method has 

been proven to reduce paths lengths while preserving the aforementioned advantages of RRTs. A 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) has also been developed to demonstrate the RRTs technique in 

planning a path for an autonomous robot. The GUI package is designed to be interactive and user-

friendly even for the users with minimal or no guidance and practice. 
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ABSTRAK 

 

 

Kajian ini adalah berkaitan dengan pelaksaan algoritma Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees (RRTs) 

untuk perancangan laluan bagi sebuah robot automatic. RRTs mempunyai beberapa kebaikan 

seperti ringkas secara relatifnya, sesuai untuk robot yang mempunyai kekangan dinamik dan fizikal, 

pengembangan RRT sangat berpandukan kawasan yang belum diterokai dan bilangan sisi adalah 

minimum. Walaubagaimanapun, laluan yang dirancang oleh struktur RRT yang asas tidak optimum 

dari aspek kepanjangan laluan.  Oleh itu, satu kaedah pemendekan jarak diutarakan untuk 

mengatasi masalah tersebut dan memperbaiki prestasi RRT secara keseluruhannya. Melalui 

simulasi, kaedah pemendekan jarak telah terbukti mengurangkan panjang laluan yang dirancang di 

samping mengekalkan kebaikan-kebaikan RRT seperti yang tersebut di atas. Satu pengantaramuka 

penggguna bergrafik (GUI) juga telah dibangunkan untuk mendemonstrasi teknik RRT di dalam 

perancangan laluan bagi sebuah robot automatik. Pakej GUI direkabentuk supaya ia interaktif dan 

mesra pengguna hatta kepada mereka yang belum pernah menggunakannya sebelum ini. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

Robotic path planning is a key concern in robotics dynamics and kinematics as it 

allows a robot to autonomously acquire the shortest path from point A to point B. 

There have been many ways to address this issue and implement efficient path 

planning techniques. Commonly, path planning algorithms are judged by their 

computational complexity. The implication of real-time motion planning depends 

upon the accuracy of the map, on robot localization and on the number of obstacles. 

Topologically, the problem of path planning is related to the shortest path problem of 

finding a route between two nodes in a graph. 

 An important part of any robot application is the determination of a collision-

free path through the environment for the manipulator. Most simply, robotic path 

planning is to predict this collision-free motion from initial through final points. To 

solve this issue we use different efficient algorithms. These algorithms have many 

significant applications which include: industrial robotics, service robots, computer 

animation, drug design and automated surveillance. This is why that research in this 

area had been very active and gradually increasing within previous years. 
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One such efficient algorithm to find a collision-free path for the movement of 

autonomous bodies is Rapidly exploring random trees (RRT). RRTs may be defined 

as the randomized data structures which can be used to address a wide range of path 

planning problems. RRTs are being designed using the inspiration of previous 

algorithms but it is specified to tackle non-holonomic constraints and is implied to 

higher degrees of freedom. 

1.2Problem Statement 

Path planning algorithms have many significant applications within robotics which 

include: industrial robotics, service robots, computer animation, drug design and 

automated surveillance. This is why that research in this area had been very active 

and gradually increasing within previous years. Computational time, path length and 

completeness are considered as three basic and most important factors for path 

planning. These key factors need to be calculated and defined before any path 

planning technique/algorithm design process takes place. Most commonly, 

algorithms lack at efficiently searching high-dimensional search spaces. The 

response time from the algorithms is high due to their computational complexity, 

making them not suitable for applications where a quick response is required. The 

cost of the planned path is high in terms of computational efficiency. While, some 

path planning algorithms are not complete in terms of path prediction, and optimal in 

terms of path length. RRT is a data structure and algorithm designed for efficiently 

searching high-dimensional search spaces. The RRT algorithm is extremely simple 

and computationally efficient. The response time from this algorithm is 

competitively low, even in large environments, making it suitable for fast moving 

bodies. The path planned using RRTs is usually complete. A path pruning technique 

is proposed in order to provide optimality in terms of path length.  
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1.3Project Objectives 

The aim of this project is to present and implement an efficient robotic path 

planning algorithm using Rapidly exploring random trees (RRT). In order to 

achieve that, the following objectives are outlined: 

a) To implement an algorithm for robotic path planning applications using 

RRTs. 

b) To simulate the algorithm using MATLAB. 

c) To test the functionality and reliability of proposed algorithm under 

different conditions. 

d) To observe the overall performance of the algorithm. 

e) To propose a path pruning method for robotic path planning using RRTs. 

1.4 Project Scopes 

The scope of this project is primarily concerned to focus on generating an 

efficient algorithm to address the path planning issues in robotic path prediction 

using RRTs. 

The scope of the proposed project includes: 

a) Using MATLAB, generate a path planning algorithm based on RRTs. 

b) Simulate the algorithm in order to investigate its practical feasibility and 

performance. 

c) To test and evaluate the presented algorithm using different scenarios. 
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1.5 Path Planning Overview and Issues 

Technically, path planning is about the determination of a safe path for an automated 

vehicle which can guide the vehicle to traverse collision-free from a starting point to 

an end point. It must be ensured that the vehicle steer free from the obstacles present 

in its vicinity, and the planned path must comply with the vehicle's 

physical/kinematic constraints [25]. In a report by [12], some of the basic 

terminologies that relate to path planning are as follows: 

 Motion planning The term "Motion planning" is generally associated to 

manipulator robotics. It relates to the different ways of high level and low 

level programming of a robotic manipulator. 

 

 Trajectory planning  

It can also be referred to as pre-motion planning. It is concerned with the 

prediction of the robots' next movement. Trajectory planning can also be 

considered as motion planning.  

 

 Navigation  

Navigation means " to move from one place to another". Navigation is very 

broad in its meanings. It  also includes path planning, motion planning, 

obstacle avoidance and localization. 

 

 Global path planning  

In this, a path is planned before the actual movement of the vehicle. This is 

done by gathering the information from the surrounding world, from a 

starting point to a set target point. It can be computationally extensive and 

may take a longer time to process but the resulting path is usually optimal. 

 

 Local navigation  

In this process, the data regarding surrounding environment of the vehicle is 

constantly updated to avoid any upcoming or moving obstacles. This 
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approach is used to handle the vehicles' movements in real time, assuring the 

stability and safety of the vehicle all along its course of movement. 

1.6 Criteria of Path Planning 

Issues related to Path Planning have been widely studied and discussed by many 

researchers [7-10]. The research area of keen interest, for path planning in robotics, 

has been robotic manipulators and autonomous ground robots. Computational time, 

path length and completeness are considered as three basic and most important 

factors for path planning. All these criterions vary according to application 

specifications, such as, real time applications require prompt response and 

continuous update of the upcoming situation, hence a  path planning algorithm with 

less computational time is preferred. While, the factor of completeness justified, if it 

is able to find a path using the path planning approach. 

 Therefore, tradeoffs regarding these path planning criterion have to be 

considered. For instance, a computationally efficient path planning algorithm lacks 

to predict the shortest available path i.e. optimal path. It may be a priority in a 

scenario, where finding a slightly longer path with less computational time would 

have been desirable. In contrast, the computational complexity of path planning is 

higher if it is preferable to construct an optimal path. These key factors need to be 

calculated and defined before any path planning technique/algorithm design process 

takes place. 

1.7 Path Planning Steps 

Most commonly, all path planning algorithms for any vehicle A comprises of two 

phases. In the first phase, which is known as pre-processing phase, a workspace 

environment Wfor vehicle Acontaining obstacles Ois created and defined. The 
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concept of configuration space (C-Space) is implied in this phase to represent A and 

O in W[9, 12]. In C-space, the vehicle is transformed into a point , and similarly the 

obstacles’ sizes are enlarged with respect to the size of A. After that, representations 

techniques are used to generate maps of graphs. The way of defining the nodes and 

edges depends on different representation techniques. 

 Secondly, in the query phase, a search for a collision-free path is performed 

from a starting point to an end point, using (graph) search algorithms. Consequently, 

a path may be planned for the vehicle to traverse through its initial position to final 

position while steering free of obstacles in vicinity. 

1.8C-Space Representation 

C-Space environment in path planning for an object can be represented by various 

methods; some of them which are widely used are potential field (PF) [21-24], cell 

decomposition (CD) [13-16] and roadmap (RM) [17-20]. Potential field (PF), as the 

name suggests, covers the environment with potential fields and simulates the object 

as a particle manipulating under these potential fields throughout the C-space.  The 

magnitude of these fields can be calculated by the generation of fields at starting 

pstart, target point ptarget and the obstacles O in the C-space. These points produce 

repulsive and attractive forces in the C-space, where pstart and O are repulsive 

surfaces (which generate repulsive forces), while the ptarget is the attractive pole 

which generates attractive forces [21]. The calculation of the path is based on the 

resulting potential fields from a point with the highest magnitude of the resultant 

potential field, i.e. pstart, to a point with the minimum potential, i.e. ptarget. Among 

various advantages of PF, is that it is able to plan the path in real time when the 

vehicle is under motion. It is also capable of generating a smooth path. One of the 

drawbacks of the typical PF methods is that sometimes the vehicle got stuck in the 

way before reaching its target point due to local minima, hence it might not satisfy 

the completeness criterion.  
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 One of the widely used path planning methods includes CD-based 

techniques. In this technique, the environment of free space and obstacles are 

represented in the form of cells. This makes it a comparatively straightforward 

technique [29] and very useful in outdoor environments as well [12].  Firstly, the C-

space is divided into simple, connected regions called cells [35]. These cells may 

possess square, rectangular or polygonal geometry. They are discrete, non-

overlapping but adjacent to each other. A cell is marked as occupied, if it contains an 

obstacle or part of obstacle, otherwise it is marked as obstacle free. In the second 

step, A path through this CD environment is then found using connectivity graph and 

a graph search algorithm from the starting point to the target point. The quality of 

CD can be increased by dividing the environment into smaller cells, the smaller the 

cells, the better the quality, but consequently, the grid's resolution is also increased, 

which in turn increases the computational time. In order to increase the quality of the 

path, the size of the cells has to be made smaller, which in turn increases the grid’s 

resolution, and hence computational time. Many variants of CD method have been 

proposed in literature, these include Approximate Cell Decomposition, Adaptive Cell 

Decomposition and Exact Cell Decomposition.  

In contrast, RM-based path planning technique characterize the C-space in terms of 

graphs or maps by using sets of nodes and edges. Commonly used RM based 

methods are Voronoi diagrams (VD) and Visibility Graphs (VG). These methods 

differ from each other by the way of defining the nodes and edges to build roadmaps. 

In VD, all the nodes are defined that are at the equal distance from all the 

surrounding obstacles of the point. The edges of the paths are positioned as far as 

possible from the obstacles, hence the planned paths produced using VD are 

comparatively highly safe. Though, because of being very far from obstacles, the 

paths are not optimal in terms of path length and are inefficient at the same time [12]. 

Conversely, the vertices of the obstacles including the starting and target points in 

the C-space are used as nodes in VG method. Pairs of mutually-visible nodes are 

then connected by a set of lines E, forming the VG network.  A pair of mutually-

visible nodes means that those nodes can be linked by a line/edge that does not 

intersect with any edge of obstacles in the C-space. Additionally, there is a cost 

associated with each E, possibly in terms of Euclidean distance. VG network or VL 

network is capable of producing the shortest length path. 
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1.9 Graph Search Algorithms 

It has been discussed before that path planning using graph search algorithm is the 

second step of any path planning method. Breadth-First Search (BFS) and Depth-

First (DFS) are two of the widely used essential search algorithms. BFS focuses to 

search paths in a systematic manner while ensuring that the solution must be found 

in the least number of iterations [34]. While, DFS is also systematic but it 

concentrates to explore only one direction and completely misses large portions of 

the C-space so that the number of iterations become very high. 

 Both BFS and DFS take a relatively long time for a large environment with a 

large number of nodes because they need to consider every node in the graph in 

calculating the best possible path [12]. In order to address this issue, there are a 

variety of search algorithms such as Dijkstra’s and A* (pronounced A-star) 

algorithms [12] which consider only a subset of the nodes. Dijkstra’s algorithm 

generates the shortest path by considering the costs from the current node to the 

starting point. A* on the other hand calculates a path based on the costs from current 

node to both starting and target points. 

1.10 Real time and Off-Line Path Planning 

A real time path planner is the one that can find and modify the path of the robots 

while it is in motion. This is done by detecting the presence of oncoming obstacles in 

the course of robots' path by using an appropriate sensor. The information from 

sensor is fed to the path planner and is constantly updated, which process this 

information to generate a collision-free path. Alternatively, an offline path planner 

produces the planned path before the actual movement of the autonomous vehicle. 

This path is normally planned using the previous data extracted from the 

environment of the robots' movement, acquired either by satellite, surveillance or 

other means. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

PATH PLANNING 

2.1 Introduction 

Path planning is one of the main concerns present in the development of autonomous 

vehicles. In its most general form, the path planning problem for an autonomous 

vehicle A in an Euclidean space W can be stated in the following way [45]: For a 

vehicle of geometry A, determine if there exists a continuous collision-free motion 

from pstartto ptargetthrough a set of obstacles O. If there exists a continuous obstacle-

avoiding motion, construct the path for such a motion. Note that W is called the 

workspace, represented as𝑅𝑁  , with N=2 or 3 for 2D and 3D, respectively.  

 Path planning is used to guide an autonomous vehicle to steer clear through 

obstacles in order to adopt a safe path from pstart to ptarget. Since the evolution of 

autonomous robots, Various research has been done on path planning issues to 

generate efficient algorithms, which are being able to provide an obstacle-free route 

to the robots. Therefore, many path planning techniques, which are categorized 
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under geometric-based, grid-based or potential field, to name just a few, have been 

documented in ground robotics and manipulators systems [23, 38, 51-57].  

The process of path planning and prediction of collision-free paths usually can be 

divided into two steps. The first phase of path planning is pre-processing phase. In 

this phase, workspace Wis defined ad 2-D or 3D using appropriate graph or map. 

Then the pstart and ptarget are incorporated into the graph or map and a path is 

calculated through the represented environment using a (graph) search algorithm. 

This step is called the query phase. However there are several path planning methods 

that don’t require the graph search algorithms to find paths such as Mixed Integer 

Linear Programming (MILP) [4, 65,79 -90] and Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) [87-

90].  

In this chapter, path planning aspects in general are discussed starting with the 

introduction of the configuration space (C-space) followed by a discussion on the 

path planning technique using Rapidly Exploring Random Trees(RRTs) in W. Then 

several existing graph search algorithms are discussed. 

2.2 Workspace Representation 

The primary step of the path planning process is to identify the obstacles or objects 

in the surroundings of the robots' path and to discover free space for its movement. A 

map or graph is being constructed in this phase with respect to the configuration of 

vehicle and obstacles. Note that a configuration of an object is defined as a position 

specification of all points of this object relative to a fixed reference frame [14]. The 

concept of configuration space (C-space) has been developed with the help of path 

planning through polygonal obstacles, which allows the specification of the obstacles 

and the vehicle positions.  
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2.2.1 Configuration Space (C-Space) 

Configuration space (C-Space) can be defined as the common idea to represent the 

workspace W within most path planning methods. All possible specifications of 

vehicle A and obstacles region Oin W are defined in C-Space (Q).  The concept of 

C-space is used to ensure the safe traversing of vehicle A, through obstacles region 

Oin workspace W. C-space is an essential structural and pre-defined idea for path 

planning, and is broadly used in path planning problems as it also provides a 

consistent reference structure, allowing evaluation and assessment of different 

algorithms [12, 29]. Configuration of Acan be representedby defining its centre 

point atq = (x, y) relative to some fixed coordinate frame [41, 49]. The set of points 

occupied by A can be determined from the configuration q, if the radius r (or a 

distance from the furthest point to the centre) of A is known. If the notation V(q) 

represent the set of points, then  

𝑉 𝑥, 𝑦 =    𝑥 ′ , 𝑦′   𝑥 − 𝑥 ′ 2 +  𝑦 − 𝑦′ 2 ≤ 𝑟2  

The above notation shows that, it is sufficient for x and y to completely specify the 

configuration of A. In C-space with an obstacle region O = {o1, o2,…,op}, the set of 

configuration of obstacle region at which A will intersect Oiis defined as, 

𝑄𝑂𝑖 =  𝑞 ∈ 𝑄|𝑉(𝑞) ∩ 𝑂𝑖 ≠ 0  

Conversely, the free configuration space in which the vehicle will traverse is, 

𝑄𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 𝑄/(∪ 𝑖𝑄𝑂𝑖) 

2.2.2 C-Space Representation Techniques 

Once, the idea of C-space is implied to the environment, the next step is to represent 

the C-space. Representation techniques for C-space can be fundamentally 

categorized in to three categories namely, Cell decomposition (CD), Roadmap (RM) 

and Potential fields (PF). Mainly, path planning methods fall under one of these 

categories. Fig. 2.1 shows the categorized C-space representation techniques. 
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Figure 2.1Path planning representation techniques categories 

2.3 Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees (RRTs) 

A Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) is a data structure and algorithm that is 

designed for efficiently searching non-convex high-dimensional spaces. RRTs are 

constructed incrementally in a way that quickly reduces the expected distance of a 

randomly-chosen point to the tree. RRTs are particularly suited for path planning 

problems that involve obstacles and differential constraints (non-holonomic or Kino-

dynamic). RRTs can be considered as a technique for generating open-loop 

trajectories for nonlinear systems with state constraints. An RRT can be intuitively 
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